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Supplemental Letter to the May 25, 1972 Repo rt
of law APR4 Gain Cetting

Our M1y 25,1972 letter reported that all APFM channele were found indicating
lower than the core themal power; however, the errective cafety cyntem cet-
tings remained lesc than the sarety limit. Thic situation was reported no an
abnoml occurrence in compliance with Technical Specification 6.6.B.3 It

should be noted that this was not a violation of hection 2 baced on the dio-
cuccion contained on page 18 of the Technical Specificationc. Thic letter
provides a further deceription of analytical ctudies of the APEM performance
capability, haced on thio vorx, the precent Technical Cpecification concerning
APFJ4 calibration requirementc, along with prudent calibration techniquec,
assures safe operation of the plant under all conditienc.

The May 25, 1972 letter did not diccucc the trackdrg accuruey of APM4 channelc.
Each channel receivea signalc from 2L in-core detectore. Tne average of thece
inputs provides a good reprecentation of the average core power. However, the
fact that a finite number of discrete detectors cannot give an exact rep re s en-
tation of average power at all times was acknowledged in the accident analysis.

^

Section VII. 4.5 2 3 of the FEAR discussec the performance analycic of the APN4
System. In part it states, "That the APM4 provides valid r.verare power reacure-
ments during typical rod or flow induced power level change has been chovn by
three dimencional analysis. Thece analyces indicate tracking accuracy of
approximately 5% of a wide rance of power levelc. " Further diccussion of the
tracking accuracy ctudies is contained in the General Electric Topical Eeport
APED-5706, In-core Neutron ibnitoring Eyctem For Gener al Electric Boiling
Water Benctors, November,1968. In recent discuccione and correspondence
General Electric has confirmed that the accident analycic allowc for an error
in APRM tracking of bulk thermal power of 5% rated power.
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The occurrence took place during a power accen... a from a chutdown condition.
Under equilibrium conditions at 50% of rated power, as indicated by a heat
balance, the AFFf4 channels were calibrated. For each of the six channels the

gain was decreaced. Twelve hours later a heat balance indicated the reactor
power to be 63% of rated. At this time the APMb all read low; the average
of the six channals being 6h%. Five channels vere withjn the 5% criteria.
One channel indicated low by 7 5% of rated power. If the gain had not been

decreaced while at 50% power, only one channel would have indicated lecc than
6S%; that one indicating 6h.4% which was well within the 5% tracking criteria.
A review of the situation showed that while at SJ) power, the power chape was
such that a peak occurred near one of the four detector elevationc. At 63%
power, having experienced changee in core flow, xenon concentration, and (most
important) in the centrol rod pattern, the power chape wac such that the peak
had moved away from the detector elevation. In retrospect, it appearc that

during changes in the flux chape the APBi gain chould not have been decreased.
With the exception of this event, experience hac chown that a 5%cargin for
APPM tracking capability is concervative. The reason for exceeding the 5%

margin as reported above ic that we doubly perturbed the situation; firct,
by calibrating the eyeten at a time when it appeared the gain was too high
and cecond, due to the normal tracking devic. tion expected for a change in
power chape.

Power shape transients are most pronounced at lower power levels, where control
rods are being withdrawn from the core while operating with minimum recirculation
flow. Under these conditions, the flow-biased scram feature of the APBI system
maintains an additienal margin of safety below the 120% scram trip cetting, which |the FSAR demonstrates to be sufficient to preclude fuel damage during postulated
transients.

From this experience vd have strengthened our operating procedures in the fol- ,

loving manner. First, we believe that the best calibration is done during i

steady state operation at elevated pove" levels where the power shape is rela- ;

tively unifo m at all elevations; unless the calibration check chows that the
'

gain must be increased during power shape transients or unlesc some other jucti: inble
cause for recalibration exists, a change in gain is not recommended. The APB1 ,

channele are left with a concervative bias. Second, operating instructions make
'

the operator aware that a certain tracking deviation can be expected, and that
during any reac. r operatf on that might potentially change the power chape, the
operator shoul< irequently compare the IGFJ4 readings to the reactor power level
calculated by the plant process computer or other heat balance methodc. If the

deviation exceeds a prespecified threshold, he is instructed to inform aaminic-
trative personnel who in turn will execute the nececcary stepc to have the
cituation analyzed and corrected. The primary purpose for frequent APB1 calibra-
tions in to continually compencate for the loss of sensitivity of in-core detectorc
due to neutron exposure. The intention io not to calibrate the APFJ4 cyctem

frequently enough to compensate for trancient changec in the power shape. IInving

sufficient margin for tracking accuracy allowed in our accident analycic and
recognizing this in our opemtion procedures, we believe that the frequency of
P2FM calibration required by the Tecnnical Specifications ic curlicient to
preclude any uncafe conditions.

Yours very truly,

. 6.
L O Maye r, P. '.

Director of Nuclear Support Servicesm%
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